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                                            Think luxurious drapery; Our LED Rinkle collection features a wall sconce, floor 
lamp, and several pendants.
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                                        The Alumilux collection features sleek, architectural design with its fixtures machined out of solid stock aluminum.
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Architecturally Designed Collection
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                                    SMART HOME 
 LIGHTING
                                

                                
                                    Philips Hue and ET2 have worked 
together so you can enjoy the richest 
lighting experience in your next project. 
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	ET2 Online


	With over 6,000 products, ET2 Online®'s growth and success stems from one simple, but enduring concept— treat customers and employees like family, and never settle for less than excellence. This philosophy attracts the industry's finest designers, engineers, and manufacturers each dedicated to creating innovative lighting solutions best described as functional art.
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		General Info:
	
		626.956.4200
	
		Customer Service:
	
		800.486.2946
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		800.486.7337
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